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seminario™ collection

“seminario™ is a complete furniture collection
specifically designed for seminar, training, meeting
and multi-purpose rooms...with contemporary
styling and state-of-the-art functionality.”
- Daniel Figueroa, designer

seminar

seminario™ collection

training

From seminar to meeting room,
seminario™ pieces mix and match
to accommodate and inspire.

The planning meeting runs late and the client is
already here. Tables slide from the room. Chairs
are quickly stacked. Easels are opened and
rooms are transformed. With only a moment's
time and the slightest effort the training center
becomes an intimate conference room for your
most important presentation. The seminario™
Collection offers mobile tables, personal tables,
mobile storage & display units and companion
seating. Simple, sleek lines and contemporary
finishes make seminario™ ideal for the simplest
to most grandeur of office settings. Most pieces
can be easily stacked and transported to
storage spaces, ready to come out as needed.

Contemporary, sleek lines with
good old-fashioned strength.

Don't compromise appearance for strength.
Or vice versa. seminario™ is the perfect blend of
design and function. Powder coated legs, fine
wood and veneer work surfaces, and aluminum
frames are only some of the features that make
this line of furniture as functional as it is
attractive. And each piece is engineered with
ease of handling in mind. One person can
easily move each unit; optional casters make
mobility even easier. Use tables alone or
configure with others in rows, training circles,
conference spaces or more. Use tables solo,
or pair up with others, using optional modesty
panels for working privacy and for effectively
handling wired configurations. However you use

metal modesty panel detail

whatever pieces, it's a good thing no detail was
missed because once you purchase seminario™,
you'll find that it'll be sticking around for a
long, long time.

ebony ribbed detailing

tables

tables
constructive configurations.
Place back-to-back for roundtable discussions.
Line up to form rows. Or create horseshoes
for intimate lectures. There are as many ways
to configure seminario™ tables as there are
reasons to do so. Six different table shapes
can be used together or free-standing. When
used together, tables can share legs. Sturdy,
metal channel runs full length and width of
all tables, providing endless leg placement
options. Legs are easily made mobile with
optional casters. Patented, quick-release
function makes for easy tear-down as table
trolley makes for quick and easy mobility and
storage. Durable tabletops are available in
wood, laminate or linoleum, each with our
distinctive, exposed-edge veneer. Optional
Modesty Panels easily attach for working
privacy, as do electrical/data ports and
wire/cable management troughs for
accommodating technology.

modesty panel assists in concealing
wiring without compromising detail and keeps
cords in place and
organized.

within modesty panel hinges out for ease of
access to the concealed
outlet.

cable access leg channeling leg allows for
simple routing of electrical
wires and cables

tables

tables

veneer top with multiplex edge

constructive configurations.
Place back-to-back for roundtable discussions.
Line up to form rows. Or create horseshoes
for intimate lectures. There are as many ways
to configure seminario™ tables as there are
reasons to do so. Six different table shapes
can be used together or free-standing. When
used together, tables can share legs. Sturdy,
metal channel runs full length and width of
all tables, providing endless leg placement
options. Legs are easily made mobile with
optional casters. Patented, quick-release
function makes for easy tear-down as table
trolley makes for quick and easy mobility and
storage. Durable tabletops are available in
wood, laminate or linoleum, each with our
distinctive, exposed-edge veneer. Optional
Modesty Panels easily attach for working
privacy, as do electrical/data ports and
wire/cable management troughs for
accommodating technology.

modesty panel -

within modesty panel -

cable access leg -

assists in concealing
wiring without compro-

hinges out for ease of
access to the concealed

channeling leg allows for
simple routing of electrical

mising detail and keeps
cords in place and
organized.

outlet.

wires and cables

portable power port allows for easy mobility,
attaching to the edge of
the table supporting both
electrical and voice/data
capabilities

interact box - angled for
easy access, the interact
box supports both
electrical and voice/data
with optional daisy
chaining capabilities.

linoleum top with multiplex edge

laminate top with multiplex edge

mobile
units

mobile units
Furniture that fits your pace.
Mobile Easels turn into a flip chart, presentation
board, or both and have four casters, two of
which lock. Units accept flipchart paper, marker
boards or fabric tack board for simple displays.
Also great for room dividing.
Our Mobile Equipment/Service units include
an information cart, media cart, projector cart
and catering cart. Each is sturdy, yet lightweight
making wheeling it from room to room a cinch.
Media and projector carts both include power
strip built into the floorboard, making it ideal
for overhead projectors, computer presentations,
and more.
Our Mobile Lectern Unit includes handgrip
and slightly inclined top for comfortable
presentations. Casters make moving unit in
and out of meetings a breeze. Side screens
make for easy gripping.
Whether you need to fill a large training hall
with personal tables, or only pull out a few during
temporary situations, count on our mobile units
for ultra-changeability in office spaces. The
simple, lightweight yet durable design of the
personal table makes it a perfect fit for any
space. Veneered multiplex beechwood work
surface provides plenty of room for working,
and includes raised ridges for writing utensils.
Units easily stack for great storage solutions.

exclusive quick-release system The exclusive quick-release system
effortlessly links tables together forming
configurations to support your daily life.
Legs are attached anywhere along metal
channels allowing for individual leg placement.

quickrelease leg
mobile storage units Accommodating a variety of meeting room equipment and supplies, units
are effortlessly transferred from room to room. Mobile Storage Units are
available in a variety of different and unique pieces.

seminario™ collection

meeting

seating

seating
Let your seat decide!
Never underestimate the power of a good
chair. Ergonomic and comfortable to sit on,
these lightweight chairs are also easy to move,
stack and store. Durable construction includes
steel tube frame, available in powder coated
silver or black.
Choose from Leg Chairs or Sled Base Chairs,
each available with or without arms. Choose
from natural beechwood or maple veneer or
upholstered seats and backs. Backs are also
available in durable poly. Use Chair Transport
Cart to take the sweat from getting stacks
of chairs to and from rooms, or up and
down floors.

specifications

fabric - must specify pattern

with or without arms -

types: Leg chairs, Sled Base

and color. Please refer to

wood or poly arms

chairs, chair trolley

manufacturer’s fabric card

wood: natural beechwood,

for Technical Information

natural maple

regarding flame retardancy,

frames: Powder-coated silver

colorfastness, cleaning, etc.

or black

statement of line
tables

square

rectangle

arced rectangle

triangle corner

quarter round

trapezoid

wood
metal

table legs

personal table

modesty panels

trolleys available for tables and chairs

mobile units

projection cart
with storage unit

communication cart
with storage unit

4-drawer storage unit

lectern

presentation cart

catering cart

mobile easel frame

fabric tackboard

flip chart

chairs

sled base

4-leg

projection unit

information cart

erasable writing board
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14125 21st Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55447
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